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Hundenhaus K9 Working Dogs

https://www.facebook.com/HUNDENHAUS-K9-WORKING-DOGS-127318710644240/

Old World Style German Shepherds Suitable For All Disciplines

 HUNDENHAUS K9 PHILOSOPHYHUNDENHAUS is dedicated to the preservation of the true working German Shepherd Dog. We are a small professional

breeder striving to produce a dog who is truly a magnificent best friend, While maintaining the integrity of this great breed. Our dogs are suited for all disciplines for

which the GSD was bred for.We produce a dog that is of excellent beauty, bone, structurally sound with a loving loyal nature that the true GSD must have. Our

bloodlines come from some of the oldest lines of East German, Czech. Republic and Slovakia available today. With proper handling and socialization, they can hold

up to the job at hand. We produce a well - rounded dog, spending many hours on socialization of each of our pups.We do not believe in constantly producing litter

after litter. We breed a few select litters each year and devote our time to each pup, to ensure they are placed in the proper home. Each pup is born inside and handled

and monitored on a daily basis by children of all ages. At 4 weeks of age they are placed outside and socialized with livestock, dogs, and cats. At 7 weeks old each

pup is separated and crate trained. They learn to depend and trust humans opposed to their litter mates. This allows us to test each pup on ball drive, hardness,

courage and temperament. We are careful on our diet program and ensure each pup gets the proper start before arriving at their new home.HUNDENHAUS is proud

of the dogs we produce!All Hundenhaus puppies come with:1. Paperwork for AKC registration.2. Health Guaranty3. 3 year Hip and Elbow Guaranty4. Details on

vaccination and worming the puppy has had prior to leaving Hundenhaus.5. Flier on proper nutrition for your puppy.6. Support and advice from Hundenhaus.All

content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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